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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate a History Interest Inventory (HII) to measure Chinese K-12 students’ history interest. In this study, data were drawn from two independent samples of a city in Eastern China, and exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were conducted to reduce instrument size and evaluate the construct validity associated with this HII. Furthermore, multiple regression analysis was run to evaluate the weights of each component in predicting students’ achievement. The indices of construct validity and reliability indicated that the History Interest Inventory (HII) was an effective and reliable instrument to measure Chinese students’ history interest. To apply this instrument to students from other countries, it is suggested that a CFA be conducted with the samples from target countries to check its validity and reliability.
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Introduction

Former studies have indicated that interest is closely related to students’ learning and achievement (e.g., Krapp, Hidi & Renninger, 1992; Stevens, 1980; Tella, Tella, & Adeniyi, 2009), but the lack of effective measurement tools poses a methodological problem for its research (Schiefele, Krapp, & Winteler, 1988; Weber & Patterson, 2000). History is widely learned in primary and secondary schools but there is no reliable instrument to measure students’ interest levels in history as yet. The purpose of this study was to fill the gap by developing such a measurement scale, the History Interest Inventory (HII). The ability to measure students’ history interest levels not only helps examine the reason for some students’ low history achievement, but has a practical application—understanding what levels of history interest are brought to the classroom by students enable educators to better plan for interventions and learning activities.

Based on available resources, the participants came from China. Cultural differences may have significant impact on the formation and levels of students’ interest (Li, 2003; Purdie & Hattie, 1996; Yamazaki, 2005) and therefore, the sample may only be generalized to Chinese students, and the instrument’s application may only suit Chinese students’ population. To apply the instrument to the students from other regions and countries, the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) with the samples from these regions or countries should be conducted in order to check its validity and reliability.

Literature Review

Clarification of the Concept of Interest

Researchers have not reached an agreement as to the exact definition of ‘interest’. Hidi and Renninger (2006) define interest ‘as a motivational variable refers to the psychological state of
engaging or the predisposition to re-engage with particular classes of objects, events, or ideas over time’ (p. 112). Schunk, Pintrich and Meece (2008) defined interest as ‘people’s liking and wilful engagement in an activity’ (p. 210). Regardless of differences in the definitions, researchers generally agree that it is a phenomenon emerging from an individual’s interaction with his/her environments (Krapp et al., 1992).

Interest has often been associated with intrinsic motivation, serving as an explanatory factor in students’ choices of topics, tasks, or activities. Motivation is defined as the process that instigates and sustains people’s engagement in an action (Schunk et al., 2008). Researchers usually distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, with the former referring to the momentum that gets learners involved in a subject due to the subject itself, such as fun or enjoyment, and the latter to an inspiration beyond the subject, such as for a reward or praise (Schunk et al., 2008). Comparatively, intrinsically motivated students are more likely to exhibit the characteristics of motivation.

There are a variety of categorizations of interest according to different theoretical frameworks. A common differentiation is between situational and individual interests (Schunk et al., 2008). Situational interest designates a temporary, situation-specific attraction, evoked by environments that are new, surprising, or vivid. Bergin (1999) summarized some situational factors in the classroom that are under the control of teachers: hands-on, novelty, food, social interaction, visible author, modeling, games and puzzles, content, biophilia, fantasy, humor, and narrative. Students’ attention is easily evoked by these factors.

Personal interest represents a relatively stable disposition. For example, a student may be interested in an activity and get involved for a long time. Personal interest originates from students’ former experiences or situational interest (Hidi & Renninger, 2006). It may also come from students’ knowledge in one area. Interest and knowledge seem to perpetuate each other: increased knowledge in a domain promotes higher interest, which in turn fuels a quest to learn more about the domain (Hidi & McLaren, 1990). History interest belongs to the latter, reflecting students’ enduring preference for the subject.

**Interest and Learning**

The positive influence of interest on learning has been documented in many studies (e.g. Corbiere, Fraccaroli, Mbekou, & Perron, 2006; Krapp et al., 1992; Schiefele, 1991, 1992). Krapp et al. (1992) proposed a classification in terms of interest effects consisting of five fields: effects of personal interest on achievement (field 1) and cognitive structures (field 2), effects of situational interest on achievement (field 3) and cognitive structures (field 4), and effects of interest on students’ learning strategies (field 5).

Learning outcomes can be categorized into the global indicator and cognitive structures (Krapp et al., 1992; Schiefele, 1998). The global indicator is represented by students’ general grade or achievement (e.g., test scores or GPA) and cognitive structures distinguish between different levels of learning results (e.g., lower and higher level thinking), therefore, they are more precise measures than using students’ global indicators. For example, Bloom Taxonomy (Bloom, Englehard, Furst, Hill, & Krathwohl, 1956; Krathwohl, 2002) offered a criterion to order lower level thinking (knowledge) and higher level thinking (abilities and skills), such as comprehension, application, and analysis. While memorizing is a typical way to learn knowledge, other learning strategies are needed to develop higher level thinking.
Most studies examining effects of personal interest on achievement (field 1) used the correlational method, with some designed to predict the learning outcome (e.g., Corbiere et al., 2006). A meta-analysis by Schiefele, Krapp and Winteler (1992) yielded a mean value of correlation coefficient .31. The researchers constructed two groups, grade 5-10 and grade 10-12, and found that the relationship was more salient at higher grade levels \((r = .33)\) than lower grade levels \((r = .29)\).

The effect of personal interest on cognitive structures was usually examined by analyzing students’ learning through text readings (field 2). Assessment involved both quantitative standards, such as students’ memorization of words, and qualitative examinations, such as type and quality of responses. Significant interest effects were detected even when confounding factors, such as previous knowledge and intelligence, were controlled. The effects were more prominent according to qualitative criterion than quantitative standards, and for students’ deep level learning than surface-level learning (Fransson, 1977; Hidi, 1990; Hidi & Anderson, 1992; Schiefele, 1990, 1992, 1998; Schiefele & Krapp, 1996).

It is reasonable to assume that situational interest, triggered by instructional methods or materials, may play a role in students’ learning (field 3), but few studies have examined the relationship so far (Krapp et al., 1992). At the same time, some examinations on the influence of situational interest on students’ text comprehension revealed positive effects, qualitatively or quantitatively (field 4), while others failed to confirm the effect (e.g. Garner, Brown, & Sanders, 1992; Hidi, Baird, & Hildyard, 1982).

Although the positive influence of interest on students’ learning outcomes has been documented in numerous studies, only a few studies have been conducted to examine the mediating process (Ainley, Hidi, & Berndorff, 2002; Schiefele, 1998). The existing literature was mainly about the relationships between interest and learning strategies (field 5). Entwistle and Ramsden (1983) found that interest-oriented learners are more likely to adopt the deep-processing study, building a qualitatively superior representation of a text and better recalling text content. The study by Nolen (1988) indicated that high interest learners tended to use more elaborations, pay attention to the storage of knowledge, and establish more cross-references. Schiefele, Wild and Krapp (as cited in Krapp, 1999) confirmed that students’ interest affected their attitude towards the adoption of learning strategies.

In sum, the research revealed a relatively consistent positive relationship between individual interest and learning outcomes or strategies; while the studies on the effects of situational interest were inconsistent. Because most of them were correlational in nature, they did not support a casual relationship between interest and learning outcomes or strategies.

**Defining the Dimensions of Individual Interest**

Personal interest is usually defined as multiple constructs, but researchers differ on the specific components it may comprise. Actually, the lack of the consistency on interest dimensions and its measurement has limited the interest research (Hidi & Renninger, 2006). In general, there are three schools in expounding the interest components: 1) one dimension, 2) two dimensions, and 3) three dimensions.

Some researchers (Alexander, Jetton, & Kulikowich, 1995; Deci, 1998) viewed interest as affection or intrinsic motivation. In the expectancy-value theory, Eccles and Wigfield (Eccles, 1983, 1984; Wigfield & Eccles, 1992) identified three task value constructs: interest, personal importance, and utility, in which interest is the only designated emotion. Schunk, et al. (2008) defined interest as
‘people’s liking and wilful engagement in an activity’ (p.210), and juxtaposed interest with affect in their book *Motivation in Education*, conveying the idea that interest belonged to the category of emotion.

Schiefele (1991) and Krapp (1999) adopted two dimensions: feeling-related and value-related valences. The former referred to a person’s association with a topic or an activity with positive feeling, especially enjoyment, while the latter designated an individual’s attribution of personal significance. Renninger (1989, 1990, 1992) and Renninger and Wozniak (1985) conceptualized interest as two other dimensions: high stored knowledge and value perception. They assigned a state with low knowledge and high value perception as attraction rather than interest. However, other theorists disapproved the division between interest and attraction, claiming that interest could exist in a state of low knowledge (Alexander, Kulikowich, & Jetton, 1994; Tobias, 1994).

The third school (Hidi & Harackiewicz, 2000; Hidi & Renninger, 2006) integrated all three components: value, feeling, and knowledge: ‘Positive feelings, stored knowledge, and stored value have been described as having complementary and coordinated roles in interest development’ (Hidi & Renninger, 2006, p. 120). The three factors were usually viewed as relating to each other. Schiefele, Krapp and Schreyer (as cited in Baumert & Koller, 1998) believed it was impossible to separate feeling and value. Meanwhile, there were researchers who insisted on the distinction of the components. Wigfield and Eccles (1992) suggested that for analytical reasons, it was useful to keep these dimensions separate; Schiefele (1991) also believed that it was justified to distinguish between them considering people may vary based on the emphasis they put on their feeling experience, attributions of personal significance, or attraction derived from knowledge.

The authors chose to adopt the three-component theory, considering it better explained interest’s resources. In terms of history interest, knowledge refers to students’ history knowledge level in comparison with their peers; value to their evaluation of history’s importance; and positive feelings to their enjoyment and entertainment in interacting with history-related activities. Among these components, knowledge and value belong to the cognitive valence, and positive feeling to the domain of emotion.

**China’s historical and cultural backgrounds**

China is a country with a long history. Officially claimed history can be traced back to about 5000 years ago, however, the written history is dated back to about 4000 years, with the early history characterized by many legendary stories. Importantly, its civilization never breaks during thousands of years of evolution, which is a unique characteristic of Chinese history. Its language, cultures, and customs are maintained after many historical vicissitudes. Modern Chinese people recognize the same ancestry, inherit the same teaching, and share the collective memory. Many dynasties in China have passed during this long period, leaving numerous historical heritages, including artifacts, buildings, legends, and stories.

China is also famous for its historiography, which is considered as an important duty for each dynasty. Besides official recording, nongovernmental individuals and organizations also contribute to its numerous historical books and documents. History is an important part of Chinese cultures, permeating in media, magazines, and books. Historical deposit is viewed as both advantage and disadvantages for the Chinese development in the new era.

History education is emphasized in schools as well, for both political and cultural purposes. From the primary school, Chinese students begin contact with history education, but there is no formal history
class in this stage. Students begin to learn history formally from the junior high school, or the middle school, and continue to the senior high school. During the junior high school or the middle school, they mainly learn domestic history, with World History as supplement, and in the senior high school, the emphasis shifts to World History, with domestic history as supplement. Historical content covers wide topics, from politics, to economics, and to cultures (Wang, 2005).

While in many Western countries history, and other subjects, such as geography and politics, are combined into the Social Studies, history is an independent discipline in Chinese secondary school. History is also a required subject in the Entrance Examination for College. Students are expected to earn as high as possible scores in order to be admitted by colleges. Teachers’ lectures dominate the history class, and in this aspect, it is very different from the teaching styles in the Western countries, where students’ participation in class activities are stressed and interest is fostered. Chinese rich, legendary, and continuous history traditions may contribute to their higher interest, but its class teaching method, which neglects students’ involvement, may decrease their interest levels.

Methodology

Item Development

Initial items of HII were developed based on the three components theory, measuring the factor of knowledge, value, and positive feeling. Knowledge was measured by items such as ‘I know history pretty well’ and ‘I read more history books than my classmates’. Students’ self-rating of their knowledge level has been used by Biggs and other researchers as a way to evaluate their knowledge level (Biggs, 1987). Items of value include statements like ‘Learning history is important’ and ‘History learning increases people’s abilities of analysis and judgment’. To test students’ positive feeling, the statements such as ‘I like history’ and ‘I like touring history museums’ were adopted. Students were be asked to rate their perceptions with a 7-point linear scale (1 = totally disagree, 7 = totally agree). An example of the item and the scale is listed below:

History learning increases people’s abilities of analysis and judgment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Totally Disagree</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Totally Agree</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Translation Validation

The inventory was initially developed in English, and then translated into Chinese. Two translators who were proficient in both English and Chinese attended the translation and validation work. The first person was responsible to translate English into Chinese edition, and the other translated it back to English. The two English versions and the Chinese version were compared and revised to make sure that the translation was accurate.

Participants

Two independent samples were collected over 1 year period. All participants were Grade 7 students from Eastern China. The convenience sampling approach was adopted to recruit students, (i.e., to recruit the whole class). The history teachers distributed the hard copy questionnaire during the class time, and students completed it with paper-and-pencil. They were informed that the participation was voluntary and anonymous, and they could terminate their participation at any time they want without any punishment.
The first sample consisted of 110 students, with ages ranging from 13 to 15. Forty-eight (43.6%) described themselves as females, and 62 (56.4%) as males. The second stage survey was conducted about one year later, containing 208 participants. With one missing value, the ratio of female and male students was 1 to 1. Students’ ethnicity was not considered a factor due to the homogeneity of Chinese population in the region.

Data Analysis

Two phases of data analysis were conducted to reduce the instrument size and evaluate the construct validity associated with HII. In phase 1, Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) with SPSS 17 program was performed with the first sample to eliminate the smallest factor pattern coefficients and generate a less cumbersome instrument. In phase 2, Confirmatory Factorial Analysis (CFA) with AMOS 17 was conducted with the second sample to examine the model fit, construct validity, and reliability.

Furthermore, Multiple Regression was run to evaluate the weights of each factor in predicting students’ achievement. The three factors make up the concept of ‘interest’, and all of them contribute to the formation and development of interest. The authors had no intention to drop any variable but rather to identify which factor was significant predictor and evaluate the weight of each factor.

Results

Phase 1 analysis

The authors adopted Parallel Analysis (O’Connor, 2000) to statistically determine the number of factors and compared it to the three factors based on the theoretical decision. The Parallel Analysis involved extracting eigenvalues from random data sets that paralleled the actual data set with regard to the number of cases and variables. Factors were retained when the ith eigenvalue in the actual data was greater than the corresponding eigenvalue from the random data. Three factors were retained according to this criterion.

Maximum Likelihood analysis with Oblimin rotation was implemented to eliminate the smallest factor pattern coefficients while keeping the most salient items associated with the factors. Oblimin rotation was selected based on the assumption that there would be significant correlations between the factors. In general, the analysis result matched theoretically based three factors. On the basis of examining three sets of items, Factor 1 was named as knowledge, Factor 2 as value, and Factor 3 as positive feeling. Factor 1, 2, and 3 accounted for 38.50%, 10.50%, and 9.26% of the variance respectively.

Based on Stevens’ criterion (1996), which took into elements of both factor loadings and sample sizes to retain items, it was decided to retain items with factor loading with .50 or over without cross. Seven items were retained in Factor 1, eight in Factor 2, and nine in Factor 3. Referring to Table 1 for Pattern Matrix for factor loadings, with loadings under .50 suppressed. To further reduce the instrument size, five items with highest factor loadings on each factor were retained. The instrument was reduced to 15 items, with 5 items on each factor.
Table 1. *Rotated Factor Weights (Pattern Coefficients) and Eigenvalues*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27, I know history pretty well</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26, I read more history books than my classmates</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28, Comparing with my peers, I think my knowledge in history is above the average</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30, I know more history allusions than my peers</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29, I am satisfied with how much I know about history</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25, I know more history comparing with peers</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31, I know a lot of history, ancient and present, our country’s and other countries’</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32, I enjoy talking upon history topics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20, History knowledge is important to other subjects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16, Reading history makes people wise</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14, Learning history is important</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15, Learning history increases people’s capability in judgment and analysis</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21, Many Historical figures worth learning from</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17, History knowledge is essential to for an informed citizen</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24, History knowledge makes people be good at argument</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13, History can relate to present problems</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22, Historical experiences and lessons deserve our references</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18, Knowing some history is useful in daily life</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19, To better understand today, we should know yesterday</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23, history is helpful to other subjects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7, I feel very excited when a new history topic is initiated</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, I am interested in history</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5, I like touring history museums</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, I enjoy reading history stories</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10, I like doing assignments relating to history</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12, I like discussing history questions with friends</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4, History class is interesting</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8, I like visiting historical sites</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11, I like telling history stories to others</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, I like to answer question in history class</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, I like watching historical movies and videos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6, I like listening to history stories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigenvalues</td>
<td>12.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extraction Method: Maximum likelihood
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization
Phase 2 Analysis

In phase 2, CFA was conducted to test the model fit. The indices checked were the Chi Square ($\chi^2$), the normed fit index (NFI), the comparative fit index (CFI), tucker luis index (TLI), and Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA). Based on rule of thumb, the values over .90 of NFI, CFI, and TLI are considered as accepted indices, and those over .95 as good fit indices. The values below .80 of RMSEA indicate an accepted model, with a good model having a value of .06 or less.

The CFI yielded the following model fit indices, $\chi^2(87) = 167.91$, $p < .001$; CFI = .94; IFI = .95, NFI = .89; RMSEA = .067. Among them, although Chi Square ($\chi^2$) was significant, and NFI was a little bit lower than .90, other indices of CFI, IFI and RMSEA indicated acceptable or good fit. In combination, it was concluded that the model was acceptable.

Concurrent Validity

Criterion validity means that the instrument measures what it is supposed to measure. To test concurrent validity, students’ scores of total history interest and each factor were correlated with their achievement, with the expectation that higher interests lead to higher history scores. The total interest score was defined as the sum of the three factors’ score, which was the sum of respective items.

The associations were significant and in the expected direction. In the first sample, the correlation between the total interest score and achievement was, $r (102) = .28$, $p < .01$. The correlations of three factors with achievement were: knowledge, $r (102) = .17$, $p = .09$; value, $r (102) = .26$, $p < .01$; and positive feeling, $r (102) = .26$, $p = .01$.

In the second sample, the correlation between the total interest score and criterion was, $r (115) = .44$, $p < .001$. For the three factors, knowledge, $r (122) = .32$, $p < .001$; value, $r (131) = .38$, $p < .001$; positive feeling, $r (132) = .38$, $p < .001$. The bivariate correlations between the total interest, three factors, and achievement across the two samples are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Bivariate Correlations between Factors, Total Score, and Criterion Achievements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Factor 1: knowledge</td>
<td>25.34</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>.30**</td>
<td>.40**</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Factor 2: value</td>
<td>31.87</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>.43**</td>
<td>.26**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Factor 3: positive feeling</td>
<td>30.64</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>.26**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Total interest score</td>
<td>87.85</td>
<td>15.38</td>
<td>.28**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Achievement</td>
<td>87.80</td>
<td>11.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Factor 1: knowledge</td>
<td>23.83</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>.43***</td>
<td>.50***</td>
<td>.32***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Factor 2: value</td>
<td>31.47</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>.54***</td>
<td>.38***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Factor 3: positive feeling</td>
<td>28.90</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>.38***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Total interest score</td>
<td>84.46</td>
<td>14.51</td>
<td>.44***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Achievement</td>
<td>82.41</td>
<td>10.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p \leq .05$, ** $p \leq .01$, *** $p \leq .001$ (2-tailed)
Reliability

We estimated the internal consistency reliability with Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. For the first sample, Cronbach’s alpha = .90 for the total 15 items. The reliabilities of three factors were also evaluated. For knowledge, alpha = .94, value, alpha = .87, and positive feeling, alpha = .86. All of them indicated good or excellent internal consistency reliabilities.

For the second sample, for 15 items, Cronbach’s alpha = .90. For the three factors, knowledge, alpha = .90; value, alpha = .78; and positive feeling, alpha = .84. These indices also indicated good or excellent internal consistency reliabilities.

Multiple Regression Analysis

Standard Multiple Regression was conducted to examine the coefficient index of each factor as three of them were used to predict students’ achievement.

First sample. For the first sample, the multiple correlation coefficient $R = .31$, and $R^2 = .094$, showing that approximately 9.4% of the achievement variance was attributed to the combined predictor variables. And the three factors were significantly in predicting the criterion variable, $F (3, 98) = 3.39$, $p < .05$.

The regression equation was expressed as:
Students’ achievement = .06 knowledge + .39 value + .31 positive feeling + 64.49.

The equation in standardized score form was:
$Z_{achievement} = .05 z_{knowledge} + .18 z_{value} + .15 z_{positive~feeling}$

None of them alone as a predictor was significant, but the coefficient of value had the highest $t$ value and was the closest to significant level ($t = 1.65$, $p = .10$). The coefficients and related indices are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Coefficients (sample 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>64.49</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>.00***</td>
<td>.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive feeling</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** $p < .001$

Second sample. For the second sample, the multiple correlation coefficient $R = .47$, and $R^2 = .219$ showing that approximately 21.9% of the achievement variance was attributed to the combined predictor variables. And three factors were significantly in predicting the criterion variable, $F (3, 110) = 10.28$, $p < .001$.

The regression equation was expressed as:
Students’ achievement = .19 knowledge + .75 value + .24positive feeling + 47.77.

The equation in standardized score form was:
$Z_{achievement} = .13 z_{knowledge} + .31 z_{value} + .12 z_{positive~feeling}$
The weight was significant for value \((t = 3.11, p < .01)\), indicating that serving along with other two factors, value was a significant predictor for students’ achievement. The coefficients and related indices are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Coefficients (sample 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>47.77</td>
<td>6.68</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive feeling</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***p < .001.

Discussion

Components and Indices of HII

HII was theory-driven, reflecting the three factors contributing to students’ history interest: knowledge, value, and positive feeling. It was defined by 15 items, with 5 items in each factor (See Appendix). The three factors were relatively independent despite the fact that they were significantly correlated with each other. It is likely that people differ in history interest based on their history knowledge level, attributions of personal importance, and/or the emphasis on feeling experiences.

Factor 1, knowledge, contained statements: ‘I know history pretty well’, ‘I read more history books than my classmates’, ‘Compared to my peers, I think my knowledge in history is above the average’, ‘I know more historical allusions than my peers’, and ‘I am satisfied with how much I know about history’. The stored knowledge prompts and sustains students’ interest in the subject. As students’ knowledge increases, so does their interest.

Factor 2, value, was defined by items: ‘Reading history makes people wise’, ‘Learning history is important’, ‘Learning history increases people’s capabilities in judgment and analysis’, ‘Many historical figures worth learning from’, and ‘History knowledge is essential for an informed citizen’. As pupils realize the importance of history, they are more likely attracted to the topic.

Factor 3, positive feeling, consisted of statements: ‘I feel very excited when a new history topic is initiated’, ‘I am interested in history’, ‘I like touring history museums’, ‘I enjoy reading history stories’, and ‘I like doing assignments relating to history’. While the other two factors fall into the category of cognition, positive feeling belongs to the field of emotion. Enjoyment of history is the most prominent feature of historical interest, and it is more likely to bring adolescents to the related activities.

The CFA indices showed that the model fit was acceptable, the internal consistency reliability coefficients proved to be good or excellent, and the concurrent validity indicated it was an effective instrument in measuring students’ interest levels. Multiple Regression analysis further indicated that, when the three factors served to predict students’ history achievement, value could be a significant predictor.
Cultural Differences and Developmental Effects

Social cultural theory views learners as active participants within cultural environments, including families, schools, and communities (Martin, 2006). In light of the theory, students’ learning cannot be viewed as a content-free activity; instead, it is constituted by sociocultural messages. Cross-cultural studies have demonstrated that cultural backgrounds influence students’ self-regulation, beliefs about learning, and learning styles (Li, 2003; Purdie & Hattie, 1996; Yamazaki, 2005).

Given that history is a required subject in the Entrance Examination for College in China, and Chinese school systems usually pursue a test-oriented teaching and learning styles, emphasizing higher scores in exams instead of fostering learners’ interest, the educational environment in China is quite different from those in Western countries, where students’ initiation and motivation receive greater attention. Li’s (2003) research showed that among American students’ conceptual framework of learning, interest was mentioned as part of motivation; while it was not included in their Chinese counterparts’ learning conceptualization. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that interest plays a more important role among students in Western countries than their counterparts in Eastern countries.

Furthermore, Grade 7 was the first year when Chinese students study national history in depth. The survey was conducted in the first semester, when students were learning the history stories covering the origin of Chinese civilization to Qin dynasty’s unifying of the country. This period had a substantial impact on Chinese historical development thereafter.

It is possible that value emerging as a significant predictor in Multiple Regression analysis reflected the content importance learned in this period. Dan and Todd’s (2011) study showed that students were more likely to view local history as significant. The weights of the three factors may fluctuate according to learned history content. When students learn World History, their importance to them might decrease, because narrations seem far away to their own regions and cultures.

There is also a possibility that as students’ history knowledge accumulates with grades, the weight of the factor of knowledge may increase. Simultaneously, the coefficient of positive feeling can also increase along with students’ historical experiences. The study by Dan and Lan (2010) found that people’s history interest connected to their life experiences. Therefore, the weights of three factors in predicting students’ achievement may change from a developmental perspective.

Conclusion

This study developed and evaluated HII for measuring Chinese K-12 students’ history interest levels. The indices of CFA, internal reliability, and concurrent validity indicated that it was a stable and effective instrument. The limitation of this study is clear: the participants are Chinese 7th graders, therefore, the instrument’s usage may be limited to Chinese students, and no cross-cultural backgrounds validations were conducted. In addition, when the three factors serve together to predict students’ achievement, only value is significant at the stage.

Although the authors intended to develop an instrument for measuring K-12 students’ interest Worldwide, more work is needed to prove its feasibility when applied to other samples. Furthermore, it is hypothesized that the prediction weights of three factors may vary from a developmental perspective. Therefore, more research is needed to address the issues of generalization and limitation of this research, including, 1) whether the scale applies to students in different cultural backgrounds, 2) whether the prediction weights vary across different grades.
expected that the instrument can be used to measure students’ interest levels across different grades and between countries.
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Appendix

History Interest Inventory (for K-12 students)

Perceived knowledge possessed (knowledge)

1. I know history pretty well.
2. I read more history books than my classmates.
3. Compared to my peers, I think my knowledge in history is above the average.
4. I know more historical allusions than my peers.
5. I am satisfied with how much I know about history.

History value perception (value)

1. Reading history makes people wise.
2. Learning history is important.
3. Learning history increases people’s capabilities in judgment and analysis.
4. Many historical figures worth learning from.
5. History knowledge is essential for being an informed citizen.

Positive feeling in learning history (positive feeling)

1. I feel very excited when a new history topic is initiated
2. I am interested in history.
3. I like touring history museums.
4. I enjoy reading history stories.
5. I like doing assignments relating to history.